Combinatorial protein display for the cell-based screening of biomaterials that direct neural stem cell differentiation.
Neural stem cell (NSC) has emerged as a potential source for cell replacement therapy following traumatic injuries and degenerative diseases of the central nervous system. However, clinical applications of NSC further require technological advances especially for controlling differentiation of NSC. This study aimed at developing biomaterials that serve to expand undifferentiated NSC or to induce cells with specific phenotypes. Our approach is to construct composite biomaterials that consist of extracellular matrix components and growth factors. In order to optimize matrix-growth factor combinations, we conducted the parallel and rapid screening of composite biomaterials through assays using cell-based arrays. The photo-assisted patterning of an alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer was employed to achieve site-addressable combinatorial immobilization of natural and synthetic matrices incorporated with growth factors including epidermal growth factor (EGF), ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF), nerve growth factor (NGF), and neurotrophin-3 (NT-3). NSC obtained from the rat embryonic striatum was cultured directly on the array to screen for cell adhesion, proliferation, and promotion of neuronal and glial specification. The results showed that the significant number of cells adhered to laminin-1, fibronectin, ProNectin, and poly(ethyleneimine). It was found that cells proliferated most extensively on a spot with immobilized EGF among the spots with different matrix-growth factor combinations. The results also showed that neuronal differentiation was promoted on the spots with immobilized NGF or NT-3, and astroglial differentiation with CNTF. Importantly, observed effects of growth factors were frequently altered depending on the type of co-immobilized matrices, suggesting synergic effects of adhesion and growth factor signals.